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DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Greece, Athens and the Mainland will lead you straight to the best

attractions this region has to offer. Packed with detailed maps and beautiful cutaways and floor

plans of all unparalleled sites, this guide highlights the best things to do in Greece, Athens, and the

Mainland, such as exploring the archaeological monuments of the Acropolis, visiting the

monasteries of Meteora, relaxing on a beach, and taking a scenic walk to discover some of

Europe's most inspiring scenery. Fully updated and expanded, the DK Eyewitness Travel Guide

Greece, Athens and the Mainland includes all the essential insider information every traveler needs,

including dozens of reviews for hotels, listings of recommended restaurants, and tips for shopping,

entertainment, and excursions, for any budget. Don't miss a thing on your vacation with the DK

Eyewitness Travel guidebook to Greece, Athens and the Mainland. HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:

Packed with photographs, illustrations, and maps Cutaways and floor plans of all the major sights

3D aerial views of the city's most interesting districts Huge selection of hotels, restaurants, stores,

and entertainment venues Specially devised walking tours, special events info
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concise and to the point -- easy to read

I usually use Lonely Planet and Green Guide (Guide Vert) but I read a lot of negative reviews about

LP, so I gave Eyewitness a try. The photos and diagrams were fantastic - they really helped me

make some choices about what to see compared to LP. And I particularly appreciated the diagrams



of how many of the ancient sites such as Corinth, Delphi, and Olympia used to look, because you

need some help when you see these ruins. Neither LP or Green Guide had these consistently.My

main problem was that it didn't have a lot of useful information, or if it did it was hard to find. The

book's organization isn't too good - for a given site or city it has information about the city in terms of

tourism or practical all over the place. Green Guide has much better practical maps, which are in

color and cover a larger geographic area. Eyewitness is great when you get to the site you want to

see, but it is not so useful to find the sites.Also, compared to LP and Green Guide it has a lot less

historical and explanatory information. And in terms of total number of places covered, I have the

impression that Eyewitness has less than others. There's a price for nice, glossy photos.Finally, not

that it's critical, but my binding broke within a day, though the book cover mostly kept the book

together.I think I will only buy Eyewitness again in special circumstances.

like how these travel books give history

We bought this so that we would have a guide to the Thessolinikki area. Haven't taken the trip yet,

but it looks like it will work for us like all of the other Eyewitness Guides have.

Out standing guides book for travel and visit Greece. Must have this book and I highly

recommended.

I just love the DK Travel books. Very informative, in details with history information, beautiful

pictures, easy to read and handy-size to carry along.

I am rewriting my review b/c  said my review was too short.My purchase came on time and in great

shape. I enjoy the DK series I like the picture and I like the info.I would like more info re. certain

things but that has to do with the series/publisher more than the person from whom I purchase my

book.There is not much to say I appreciate the efforts the shipper made b/c my vinyl bound was well

packaged.All I can say is thank you again and I would purchase from you again. Hopefully this

posts, as I don't think I will rewrite a review.

I have several of the Eyewitness travel guides. The are wonderful resources for planning travels and

reminiscing!
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